Students’ Testimonials
…Just a little note to thank you very much for this course [in Bioregulatory Medicine].
It is so exciting and interesting, so enlightening what you're teaching, so much what
I have been looking for that it is just a pure pleasure to listen to you both.
Kind regards,
Dr Isabelel Martineau Bond
(Medical Doctor)

...This course was extremely interesting … Most important is the professional
approach Damir and Tatyana showed which gives this course high credibility. I
can also say that it was a true privilege to study at your school… I wrote an article
about Bioregulatory Medicine in one leading Alternative Web in Iceland,

Heilsurhingurinn hoping to wake up interest in this field in Iceland. I can truly
recommend your school for professionals.
Best regards

Valdemar Gísli Valdemarsson
(Bioresonance Practitioner)

I went to see an optician today, and he told me that my short sightedness is now
much less; not by a small margin, but the difference from last time is very

significant. Nevertheless, he refused to give me milder glasses, and suggested that
I needed to be re-tested in a month, to check if the result would be the same.

When I told him that I had been doing bioregulatory exercises for improving vision,
and presume the improvement is genuine; adding that I had read many books on

natural regulation of eyesight, he went mad: "Those books have been around for run

for centuries, whis money, as I e don't believe themremained , wcomfortable,e want

scientific proof". amused by Howhis thinking. I ever, I gave him a could not help but
laugh, and told him that today he had the proof through his own findings. We
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eventually agreed that we held different beliefs. To summarise, my eyesight has

improved from -4.5 to -2.75 and -3.75 to -2.25 in right and left eyes respectively.

I shall try to get an appointment elsewhere, and see if they will give me the weaker
glasses I now need.
Bester Chamboko

(Nurse)

"The Bioregulatory course was the most fascinating, eye opening and interesting
learning experience of my life. I have developed on a personal and professional

level and I currently use many of the healing methods with my clients with
wonderful results. It is inspiring to be taught by Damir and Tatyana, they have

opened a new world of healing that has started me on a journey to understanding

and learning more about the human body and mind and our capacity to heal".
Georgina Hollings

"I would like to thank you for the extremely high quality content and presentation
of your course… material was very well referenced and backed up by personal

experience from course lecturers. There was excellent recommended and

supplementary reading and support throughout… I found this course invaluable to

widen my knowledge. The particular strength of the course is to bring various fields
of Integrative medicine together and provide a platform for truly holistic treatment".
Christopher Deakan

"I found the course in Bioregulatory medicine fascinating… in respect to multi-

factorial influences from both, inner and outer environments. The Course has taught

me to expand treatment to all factors involved in the health and disease, such as
rebalancing measures with deficient micronutrients, various detoxification processes
along with minute dosages of complex homoeopathic remedies, to restore disrupted
homeostasis.

I have also become aware of pre-somatic syndrome and the importance of
emotional and psychological processes, and the way they play a part in the overall

homeostatic mechanism. The course was an exploration into the "new medicine”
that creates change on a personal level, as well as enhancing student therapeutical
capacity by helping them view things in a systemic way".
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Lorraine Gibbons

...I just wanted to say a massive thank you to you as well for all your instructions

over the last year and for being so generous with all your knowledge. I have learnt
so much and really enjoyed the course. I am now looking forward to continue to
further my knowledge base.

Thank you, it has been fantastic on every level!
Rona Grant

(Homeopath)

Hello this message is for Dr Tatyana Bosh, just to say I received my

lovely certificate today from the course I did with Tatyana in Dublin, it
was a fantastic experience and I felt privileged to be there, thank you so
much. Regards

Anne McDonald
(Nutritionist)

Dear Tatyana, was great yesterday! As usual! The best weekend!!! Never enjoyed so
much spending my weekend at a course! Such a nice group too!
Thank you and Damir for your passion and inspiration!
Paola Cecarelli
(Osteopath)

Greetings. I hope all is well with you and your family.

Today, I pause to say thank you for making the sacrifice to have put together such
a wonderful program & for the wealth of knowledge that you shared but more so
your commitment to us and by large humanity.

This program has given to me much hope, clarity, confirmation and vision. For this
I say again thank you very much.
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While I endeavour to do my best I hope you too shall be pleased with my

commitment, effort and determination to be successful and do well on this
course but more so in future applications of the discipline and skill learnt.
Wa Shalom Alichem
Regards
Bayniah

(Professional soldier)

Thank you very much Tatyana, I wish there were more people like you and Damir

here in Bolivia. Everything is too slow and without passion. But hopefully one day this
will happen and I hope is sooner than later. I am putting all my energy into it

because I believe in this course and more than anything I believe in you two. I saw

you in action and I think you spread this knowledge wonderfully and more than
anything. I know you have been successfully treating lots of people with this type of
medicine. I will do my very best to organise the course in Bioregulatory Medicine in
Bolivia. This country needs a change of direction in medicine. I will be in touch.
Love,
Vicky

(Osteopath and Nutritionist)

Thanks to Dr Damir Shakambet lots of my friends and patients have been able to

rejuvenate their skin in the most naturopathic way you could imagine. Biofacelift is

taught at the Biomedic Centre in London and opened my eyes and mind on how the
body, the derm, happily and fantastically responds to this naturopathic protocol. The
treatment is devised to stimulate the blood flow and boost the collagen production

naturally, in order to preserve the integrity of the skin. I have to admit that, at the

beginning I was wondering a little bit how efficient it would be and how long it
would take to see the benefits, but I have been happily surprised to see results

appearing within 2-3 weeks. My patients started receiving Biofacelift treatments with
different skin conditions: wrinkles, sagging, dullness, capillary damage, sunburn,

slackening. Their skin stimulated naturally was gradually showing more tone, more
freshness,

more

radiance

and

fewer

wrinkles.

They

have

all

come

enthusiastically, telling me how their own families or friends have noticed the
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difference and asking them what they have done to their skin............! This is just a
little note to say thank you to Dr Shakambet for his teaching.
Dr Isabel Martineau Bond, MD
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